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Just right for collecting chips!

New: Bag filter‼
Upgraded filttation cleaners for more comfortable use.

APDQO-FBseries seriesJ-FB

To the customers who use NC and MC lathe

Comparison of

SUS filter and 

bag filter reduced to maximum

1 !

Air type filter cleaner

APDQO-FB Charge

Kerosene, light oil, oil

Discharge

Circulation type filter cleaner

J-FB
灯油・軽油・

Cleaning time is 10

series series
Air driven

Kerosene, light oil, oil
Air driven

Circulation

This filter can be cleaned more easily !
New filter can prevent clogging and remove chips easily.
Make a choice from 100 mesh or 200 mesh.

※　Time is approximate. It depends on clean method and environment.

※

フィルタ装着は楽々フィルタ装着は楽々
Collect chips tidily 

with BAG filter.
Collect chips tidily 

with BAG filter.
Clogged up frequently 

with SUS filter.
Clogged up frequently 

with SUS filter.

Improvement

Odd-shaped design
for easy takeoff !
Odd-shaped design
for easy takeoff !

Cycle filtration without 
stopping machining process.

Suitable for reusing cutting oil
and cleaning tanks
●Reuse cutting oil
●Extends tool life-span
●Work by compressed air, no electric leakage
●Reduce cleaning time by min 5 minutes

※It dose not come 
　with a drum can.

Compressor:
10 HP

Compressor:
5 HP

Viscosity:
500cP or under 

Product
info.Products compatible with the new filter

※We have other options of filter. Ask us for details.

APDQO-FB series

※We have other options of filter. Ask us for details.

200L
drum can

100L
drum candrum can

200LFor

drum can
100LFor

200 mesh type

100 mesh type

200 mesh type

100 mesh type

APDQO-FB♯1
APDQO-FB♯2
APDQO-FB100♯1
APDQO-FB100♯2

J-FB series

200 mesh type

100 mesh type J-FB♯1
J-FB♯2

Advantages

●Possible for separation of cutting fluid and chips
●Collect fluid while filtering and return to a tank

Features

●Possible to clean job even during machine operation
●Extends tool life-span
●Compact design for narrow space
●Save cleaning time

Advantages

●PContinuous operation is available
●With draining function

Features

Bag filterNew

For

For


